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We have presented an analysis of some important electronic and optical characteristics of the 

Rb2Al2B2O7 compound, based on the ab initio calculations of its electronic band structure, electronic 

charge density and dielectric tensor function. The band gap is found to be indirect of about 4.156, 

4.471 and 5.205 eV for LDA, GGA and EVGGA respectively. The contributions to the top of valence 

band and bottom of conduction band come predominantly from O s/p, Al s/p and Rb s/p states, 

respectively. The distribution of the total electronic charge density maps (in the units of e/a.u.
3
) has 

been calculated along the (101) plane. The optical absorption spectrum is calculated and interpreted in 

terms of electronic band structure for incident radiation energy up to 14 eV. The principal absorption 

occurs within the energy range from 6.0 to 14.0 eV, originating mainly from the electronic transitions 

from the O-s to Al-s/p states. The complex dielectric function, refractive index, birefringence, energy-

loss spectrum and reflectivity have been calculated. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Oxide materials of the borate group have been the subject of increasing interest during the past 

years. A large number of papers dealing with the synthesis, crystal growth and properties of new 

borates as well as borate crystal chemistry have appeared in the literature. The nonlinear optical borate 

crystals are the fundamental materials for applications in high-power frequency conversion and laser 

systems because of appropriate nonlinear optical coefficients, reasonable birefringence, wide 

transparency range including UV range and very high optical damage thresholds [1-5]. Advanced 
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crystal growth technology has made borate crystals available on industrial scale with large dimensions 

and great optical quality [6-10]. Researchers are investigating borates compounds as prospective 

photonic and nano-technology materials due to electronic, chemical and luminescent properties [11-

19]. 

This interest is due, above all, to the excellent non-linear optical (NLO) and/or lasing properties 

of the crystals of some borates. The unique structure characteristics of the boron–oxygen groups in a 

series of these compounds determine their enhanced UV transparency, good non-linearity and 

relatively high resistance against laser-induced damage. 

On the other hand, the extraordinary versatility of borate structures facilitates the design of new 

compounds with appropriate optical properties. Potassium aluminum borate K2Al2B2O7 (KABO), is 

amongst the best borate crystals pertinent to optical frequency exchange in ultraviolet (UV) spectral 

range [20–24]. To improve its applications in the optoelectronic devices, the ionic engineering is 

required to amend the electronic, vibrational and optical properties in KABO. Wide-range element 

substitution is possible at K
+
 and Al

3+
 sites in KABO crystal lattice, and several compounds and soli  

                                                              –                                     

    0.75, a solid solution K2(1-x)Rb2xAl2B2O7 has been discovered [30]. Though for K2(1–x)Rb2xAl2B2O7 

solid solutions, only structural properties were obtained in [30] for numerous compositions. Recently 

Atuchin et al. [31] studied the physical properties and the vibrational parameters of KRbAl2B2O7 

(KRABO) borate, using Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and the pseudo-

potential CASTEP package.  

From above we notice that there is no comprehensive research work neither experimental nor 

theoretical has been done on such important compound. Therefore, we thought it would be worthwhile 

to perform a comprehensive theoretical work based on full potential density functional theory, to 

investigate the electronic band structure, total and partial density of states, the distribution of the total 

electronic charge density, and the optical properties of KRABO.    

 

 

2. CALCULATION DETAILS AND STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION 

We make used of the crystallographic data of Rb2Al2B2O7 compound, from the work L. Judith 

et. al.  [40], the molecular and unit cell structure are shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 1.  Molecular and unit cell structure for Rb2Al2B2O7 compound. 

 

The self-consistent calculations of Rb2Al2B2O7 compound were performed using the density-

functional theory (DFT) [32] based on full potential linear augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method 

[33] as incorporated in WIEN2k code [34]. In this process, the electronic wave functions, charge 

density and crystal potential were expanded in spherical harmonics inside the non-overlapping spheres 

centered at each nuclear position (atomic spheres with radii RMT), and in plane waves in the rest of 

the space (interstitial region). The choice for the atomic sphere radii (in atomic units) was 2.5 for Rb, 

1.53 for Al and 1.21 for both B and O. Inside atomic spheres the partial waves were expanded up to 

lmax = 10, while the number of plane waves in the interstitial was limited by the cut-off at Kmax = 

7.0/RMT. The charge density was Fourier expanded up to Gmax = 12. Exchange and correlation effects 

were treated by local density approximation (LDA), generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) and 

Engle-Vosko GGA [35-38]. We have optimized the atomic positions taken from XRD data by 

minimization of the forces acting on the atoms. From the relaxed geometry the electronic structure, 

electronic charge density and the optical properties can be determined. The optimized geometry along 

with the experimental once [40] were listed in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Crystallographic parameters for Rb2Al2B2O7 compound. 

 

Space group number           14 

Symmetry space group name   'P 1 21/c 1' 

Cell Angle (◦) 

α =  0, β =103  70, γ =  0 

Cell length (Ǻ) 

a= 8.901, b =7.5390, c =11.905 

Ato

ms 

Exp. 

X 

Opt. 

X 

Exp. 

Y 

Opt. 

Y 

Exp. 

Z 

Opt. 

Z 
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Rb1 0.03371 0.03536 0.14003 0.13915 0.62650 0.62741 

Rb2 0.45632 0.45694 -0.13338 0.86738 0.85435 0.85320 

Al1 -0.34247 0.65621 -0.12434 0.87479 0.62207 0.62173 

Al2 -0.18525 0.81433 0.08342 0.08197 0.86588 0.86532 

B1 0.15520 0.15636 0.08730 0.08699 0.91140 0.91076 

B2 0.31910 0.31604 -0.11470 0.88473 0.56340 0.56135 

O1 -0.20270 0.80065 0.18920 0.19066 0.39530 0.39680 

O2 -0.30840 0.68867 0.01990 0.02092 0.73700 0.73681 

O3 0.00640 0.00628 0.04070 0.03854 0.86200 0.86152 

O4 0.46310 0.46063 -0.18940 0.81040 0.58920 0.58698 

O5 0.28280 0.28018 0.03240 0.03319 0.49620 0.49442 

O6 0.23730 0.23699 0.17900 0.17797 0.84550 0.84402 

O7 -0.22940 0.76854 0.53810 0.53944 0.47950 0.47907 

 

The optical response of the Rb2Al2B2O7 compound was determined by calculating its complex 

dielectric tensor . Imaginary part of this tensor is proportional to the optical absorption spectrum of 

the material. It can be computed from knowledge of the electronic band structure. In the limit of linear 

optics, neglecting electron polarization effects and within the frame of random phase approximation, 

the expression for the imaginary part of e is the following [39]: 

       



    kEkEP

dk

m

e
ifik

fi
BZ

fk .
2

24
Im

.
322

22

 

For a vertical transition from a filled initial state ik  of energy  kEi  to an empty final state 

fk  of energy  kE f  with the same wave vector k  ω           q                               ,       

             , P                      ,     α     β                  j         ,  , z   

The crystal structure of the Rb2Al2B2O7 exhibits a monoclinic symmetry, space group # 14. 

The monoclinic symmetry has five nonzero components of the second-order dielectric tensor. In 

regardless of this only   xx

2 ,   yy

2  and   zz

2  are major, these are the imaginary parts of the 

frequency-dependent dielectric function. The resulting inter-atomic distances B–O, Al–O and Rb–O 

and also the calculated angles are shown in Table 2 which are in good agreement with the experimental 

data [40]. Each Rb and B atom is surrounded by four and three oxygen atoms at different distances.  

 

Table 2. Calculated bond lengths and angles for Rb2Al2B2O7 compound 

 
Bond Exp. (D       (Ǻ)) Opt.( D       (Ǻ)) 

Rb1- O6 2.808 (2) 2.778 

Rb1- O1 2.946 (3) 2.932 

Rb1- O3 2.968 (3) 2.959 

Rb1- O3 3.048 (3) 3.040 

Rb1- O1 3.056 (3) 3.046 

Rb1-O5 3.105 (3) 3.091 

Rb1- O5 3.126 (3) 3.116 

Rb2- O7 2.924 (3) 2.902 

Rb2- O2 3.009 (3) 2.996 

Rb2- O6 3.043 (3) 3.037 

Rb2- O4 3.086 (3) 3.082 
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Rb2- O4 3.200 (3) 3.199 

Rb2- O1 3.297 (3) 3.296 

Rb2- O7 3.405 (3) 3.410 

Rb2- O4 3.455 (3) 3.456 

Al1- O2 1.716 (3) 1.725 

Al1- O6 1.746 (3) 1.756 

Al1- O4 1.749 (3) 1.758 

Al1- O5 1.762 (3) 1.758 

Al2- O2 1.725 (3) 1.716 

Al2- O3 1.747 (3) 1.750 

Al2- O7 1.755 (3) 1.762 

Al2- O1 1.764 (3) 1.765 

O3- B1 1.360 (5) 1.372 

O6- B1 1.380 (5) 1.376 

O7- B1 1.359 (5) 1.368 

O1- B2 1.370 (5) 1.378 

O4- B2 1.366 (5) 1.369 

O5- B2 1.360 (5) 1.366 

Bond Exp. (Angle (◦)) Opt.(Angle (◦)) 

O2- Al- O6 112.30 (13) 112.17 

O2- Al1- O4 109.32 (14) 109.23 

O6- Al1- O4 105.08 (14) 105.73 

O2- Al1- O5 111.00 (15) 110.38 

O6- Al1- O5 105.17 (14)  104.88 

O4- Al1- O5 113.82 (14) 114.36 

O2- Al2- O3 109.87 (14) 110.78 

O2- Al2- O7 109.16 (15) 108.80 

O3- Al2- O7 109.03 (14) 109.33 

O2- Al2- O1 112.30 (13) 112.59 

O3- Al2- O1 108.52 (13)  107.75 

O7- Al2- O1 107.89 (14)  107.50 

O7- B1- O3 122.8 (4) 122.66 

O7- B1- O6 118.6 (3) 118.81 

O3- B1- O6 118.5 (3) 118.41 

O5- B2- O4 123.0 (4) 122.69 

O5- B2- O1 116.9 (3)  117.27 

O4- B2- O1 120.0 (3) 120.04 

Al1- O2- Al2 146.85 (18 145.28 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISSCUSION 

3.1. Electronic structure  

The electronic band structures of the monoclinic Rb2Al2B2O7 are calculated within LDA, GGA 

and EV-GGA schemes. In all cases the valence band maximum (VBM) is located at Y and the 

conduction band minimum (CBM) is located at Γ point, resulting an indirect energy band gap. The 

calculated electronic band structure profiles using these three schemes exhibiting different values of 
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the band gaps which is higher for EV-GGA. The calculated band gap is found to be 4.156, 4.471 and 

5.205 eV for LDA, GGA and EVGGA respectively. In Fig. 2, we show the electronic band dispersion 

curves along some high symmetry directions of the Brillion zone of Rb2Al2B2O7 compound for the 

EVGGA. Since EVGGA exhibit better band splitting than LDA and GGA, we therefore, show only the 

EVGGA results. In order to illuminate the nature of the electronic band structures, we have calculated 

the total and partial densities of states (TDOS and PDOS). These are presented in Fig. 3. The bands in 

the lower energy part (-10.0 and -5.0 eV) are dominated by the Rb-p, Al-s/p and O-s states with small 

contribution of B-s/p and O-p. The top of the valence band (-5.0 and 0.0 eV) is formed mainly from O-

s/p and Al-s/p states with minimum contribution of B-p and Rb-s states.  

 

 
 (a)                                                                 (b) 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 2. Calculated band structures for LDA, GGA and EVGGA for Rb2Al2B2O7 compound. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b)        

                                                                         

 
 

 (c) 
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 (d)      

                                                                         

 
(e) 

 

 
 (f)                                                                            
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(g) 

 

Figure 3.  Calculated total and partial densities of states for Rb2Al2B2O7 compound (State/eV unit cell) 

 

 

In the conduction band the lower energy one (5.2 and 10.0 eV) accommodates mostly the Rb-

s/d and O-s states with small contribution of O-p, B-p and Al-s/p. While the upper part (10.0 and 14.0 

eV) is composed of the Rb-s/d, Al-s/p and O-s states with small admixture of B-p states. In the 

conduction band the lower energy part (above 7 eV) consists of the hybridized Rb-s and O-s states. 

While in the valance band (-7.0 and -4.0 eV) consists of hybridized Al-s and Al-p, B-s and O-p, and B-

p and O-p states.  

 

3.2. Effective mass 

The effective mass is a quantity that is utilized to simplify band structure by making a 

similarity to the performance of a free element with that mass. For some reasons and some materials, 

the productive mass can be considered to be a simple constant of a material. In general, although, the 

valve of effective mass depends on the purpose for which it is utilized, and can vary depending on a 

number of components. As it simplifies the more general band used, the electrical devices effective 

mass can be seen as a significant basic parameter that leverages discernable properties of a solid, 

encompassing everything from the efficiency of a solar cell to the pace of an integrated circuit. 

The effective mass of electrons ( *

em ) was calculated from the band structure of the Rb2Al2B2O7 

compound, this valve was estimated from the curvature of the conduction band minimum (band # 217). 

The diagonal elements of the effective mass tensor, em , for the electrons in the conduction band are 

                  Γ              k           g             g     -known relation: 

 
22

2

*

11

k

kE

me 





…………… (1) 
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The effective mass of electron is assessed by fitting the electronic band structure to a parabolic 

function Eq. (1). The calculated electron effective mass ratio ( ee mm /* ) for Rb2Al2B2O7 compound 

       Γ    0 0     

We also calculated the effective mass of the heavy holes around B direction and light holes 

around C for Rb2Al2B2O7 compound, these values are 0.0728 and 0.5134. 

 

3.3. Electronic charge density: 

In order to understand the distribution of the total electronic charge density maps of 

Rb2Al2B2O7 compound, the valence electronic charge density maps (in the units of e/a.u.
3
) have been 

depicted in Fig. 4 along (1 0 1) crystallographic plane. This figure demonstrates that there is no 

substantial charge density distributed between Rb atoms.  

 

 
 

Figure 4. Calculated electronic charge density for Rb2Al2B2O7 compound. 

 

The bonding has a significant covalent character due to sharing of charge between O atoms.  

Moreover, the charge transfer occurs mainly from B and Al atoms towards O atom. It is clear that Rb 

and O atoms shows the ionic nature though the charge density contours around the oxygen is not 

completely circular but it shows the ionic bonding. The hump appears in the electronic charge density 

of oxygen atom, due to the high electro negativity which attracts the boron atom. We have also 

calculated the electronic charge density in the (-101) crystallographic plane in order to explore the 

anisotropy of the electronic charge density in the Rb2Al2B2O7 compound. As it is clear from Fig. 4 that 

in (-101) crystallographic plane, B atom shows no charge density but as we move from the (-101) 
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plane to (101) plane there is the weak charge density. In the (101) plane the O atom shows the ionic 

nature but in the (-101) plane this ionic nature is absent and shows purely covalent bonding with the 

other O atom. In the (-101) the O-B makes the covalent bonding while this covalent bonding is absent 

in the (101) plane. As clear from the scale that the blue color show the greater charge density. So the 

oxygen atom has the greater charge density then the other atoms. 

 

 

3.4. Optical properties  

The complex dielectric function is directly related to the energy band structure of solids. The 

optical spectroscopy analysis of is a powerful tool to determine of the overall band behavior of a solid 

[41-43]. Therefore precise FPLAPW calculations are desirable to figure out the optical spectra. 

 

 
 

(a)                                                                                 (b) 

 

Figure 5. Calculated (a) imaginary and (b) real part of dielectric tensor function for Rb2Al2B2O7 

compounds  2  and  1 . 

 

Fig. 5a and b, shows the spectrum of the real and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric 

function versus the photon energy. The interpretation of this spectrum in terms of electronic structure, 

presented in the Fig. 2, reveals the manner by which the compound absorbs the incident radiation. The 

lowest energy part of spectrum (from 5.5 to 10.0 eV) is characterized by two peaks of highest 

intensity. It is caused by electronic transitions from the top of valence band to the isolated low energy 

block in the conduction band. The first peak is generated mainly by transitions from the O-2p to the 

Rb-s states. The second peak is dominated by transitions from the O-2p to the Al-s. Knowing the 

imaginary part of the complex dielectric function we have calculated its real part (see Fig.5b) using 

Kramers–Kronig relations, and then computed various optical constants which characterize the 

propagation of the electromagnetic wave through the material [30]. The results of our 

calculated   xx

2 ,   yy

2 and   zz

2  are shown in Fig. 5a. The static real part (see Fig.5b) of dielectric 

function,  01 , along the three crystallographic directions is found to be 1.965  for  0xx , 1.897 
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for  0yy  and 1.947 for  0zz . The uniaxial anisotropy  totII

000 /)(   is -0.00826 confirm the 

existence of the anisotropy in the Rb2Al2B2O7 compound. The deviation in the values of static 

dielectric function indicates the anisotropic behavior of Rb2Al2B2O7 compound. The other evaluated 

optical properties in which the most important constant is the refractive index, which is related with the 

linear electro-optical coefficient that in turn determines the photorefractive sensitivity of the 

Rb2Al2B2O7 crystal. Fig. 6a, shows the variation of the calculated refractive index. It is seen that the 

refraction index reaches maximal values for the energies near the absorption threshold of the material 

(band gap energy). We also calculated the birefringence. Figure 6b shows the spectral comportment of 

the birefringence  n  for the Rb2Al2B2O7. Birefringence is necessary only in the non-absorbing 

region, which is below the energy gap. The  n  spectral reliance shows strong oscillations in the 

energy range from 5.0 eV up to 13.61 eV. We find that the static value of the birefringence  0n  

equal to -0.00403.  

 

 
(a)                                                                        (b) 

 
(c)                                                                       (d) 

 

Figure 6. Calculated refractive index, reflectivity and absorption coefficient for Rb2Al2B2O7 

compound 

 

Another important optical characteristic is the reflectivity spectrum, which is usually measured 

by experimentalists in order to determine all the other optical constants via Kramers–Kronig relations. 
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Fig. 6 shows the variation of the calculated refractive in the reflectivity (Fig. 6c) in relation with the 

energy of incident radiation. The reflectivity spectrum can be roughly characterized by three broad 

structures: the first between 6.0 and 8.0 eV, the second between 8.0 to 12.0 eV, and third situated 

around the 13.0 eV, respectively. There existence no experimental data for the Rb2Al2B2O7 reflectivity 

to be compared with our results. The interpretation of the reflectivity spectrum is closely related to the 

interpretation of the absorption spectrum, i.e. the same electronic transitions that cause the structures in 

absorption spectrum (Fig. 6d) are responsible for the existence of the structures in the reflection 

spectrum. The absorption band, covering an energy range of 0.0–15.0 eV, shows a very intense 

absorption occurs between 9.0 and 13.5 eV. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this work we have presented comprehensive study of Rb2Al2B2O7 compound using DFT 

based FP-LAPW method. Our objective was to investigate electronic structure, electronic charge 

density and optical properties of this material in the ultraviolet region up to 14.0 eV. The band gap is 

found to be indirect of about 4.156, 4.471 and 5.205 eV for LDA, GGA and EVGGA respectively. The 

top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band are mostly composed of the O s/p, Al 

s/p and the Rb s/p states, respectively. The electronic charge density maps (in the units of e/a.u.
3
) have 

been calculated along the (101) crystallographic plane. The bonding has a significant covalent 

character due to sharing of charge between O atoms.  Moreover, the charge transfer occurs mainly 

from B and Al atoms towards O atom. The highest intensity peaks in the optical absorption spectrum 

of the Rb2Al2B2O7 compound are caused by electronic transitions between exactly these states. We 

also calculated the effective mass of electrons, heavy holes and light hole. 

The dielectric function, absorption coefficient, refractive index, birefringence and reflectivity 

spectrum are calculated for radiation up to 14 eV. Using the band structure, we have analyzed the 

interband contribution to the optical response functions. We show that O-p states and Rb-s and Al-s 

states play a major role in these optical transitions. 
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